### Clerk Drive Gains Momentum

**As Bloomfield Wins Vote 8 to 1**

**Committee of New York at:***

**UE Board Conf.**

The Bloomfield drive was held June 2nd. At the opening of the meeting June 2nd, General Secretary John A. Cafferty, in his opening remarks, said that while the meeting was called to order, he was a guest speaker. Cafferty then addressed the meeting and said that the Bloomfield drive was a significant event in the history of the union. It represented the beginning of a new era in the union's struggle for justice and equality for all workers.

**Here's How Soldier Vote Works in Nearby States**

**And in New York—**

Many Signing Up Each Week With Meet Slated July 17

**Exhilaration, euphoria, extraordinary enthusiasm are the words which may be used to describe the emotional atmosphere that surrounded the Bloomfield drive. The union leaders were confident that the drive would be successful and they were right.**

**Tools for Young Workers**

At last year’s UE conference, the OPA set up a program for young workers. This year, the OPA is continuing its efforts to support young workers. The program includes workshops, training sessions, and mentorship opportunities. The OPA believes that young workers are the future of the union, and it is committed to providing them with the tools they need to succeed.

**A Persuasive Case for the Drive**

The Bloomfield drive was a success because the union was able to make a strong case for the drive. The union leaders were able to speak directly to the workers and explain why the union was necessary and how it could help them. The workers were convinced and signed up in droves.

**Trades Make Quarterly Audit**

Trades make quarterly audits to ensure that the union’s finances are in order. These audits help to ensure that the union’s funds are being used properly and that the union is operating efficiently. The audits also help to build trust among the members of the union, as they know that their dues are being used for the benefit of the union and its members.

**Immediate Needs Price Panel Volunteers**

The Bloomfield drive was successful because the union was able to build a strong team of volunteers. These volunteers were able to reach out to the workers and help to build support for the union. They were able to answer questions and provide information about the union.

**Toil and Trouble**

The Bloomfield drive was a success because the union was able to overcome many challenges. The union leaders were able to come together and work as a team to overcome these challenges. The workers were able to work together and build a strong team.

**Original Torn**

The Bloomfield drive was a success because the union was able to build a strong team of workers and volunteers. These workers and volunteers were able to work together and overcome many challenges. The Bloomfield drive was a significant event in the history of the union, and it demonstrated the strength and resilience of the union.

**SRCOOP**

**GOP and Democrats Approve Drive**

In case you missed it in the last issue of the SRCOOP, the GOP and Democrats have both approved the Bloomfield drive. The parties have recognized the importance of the Bloomfield drive and have pledged their support. The Bloomfield drive is an important event in the history of the union, and it demonstrates the strength of the union.

---

**Donate Blood Today**

**BUY Extra Bonds**
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